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Tracking changes

“The adoption of these products seems
to be increasing as customers better
understand the versatility,” says Paul
Kreutzwiser, global category director – aerial
work platforms, JLG Industries, Inc.

While the compact, crawler-based aerial market is
still gaining acceptance in North America, that’s not
stopping manufacturers and dealers from introducing new
units. ALH reports on the latest.

T

he market for compact tracked lifts is
growing steadily, according to industry
experts, even if it’s taking the rental
industry some time to adapt. Education is still
playing a major part in this segment, with
providers going the extra mile to teach the
industry the many benefits of these “little”
lifters.
“The adoption of these products seems to
be increasing as customers better understand
the versatility,” says Paul Kreutzwiser, global
category director – aerial work platforms, JLG
Industries, Inc. “The North American compact
crawler boom market is poised for continued
growth, as it is still relatively early in the product
adoption cycle. These specialized machines are
proving to be very versatile and necessary tools
to address today’s unique building designs that
feature more natural daylight, windows and
higher atriums.”
JLG is working to drive the adoption of
compact crawler booms over ladders and
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UP Equip, pictured here, is a major distributor
for track-base Easy Lift. The company has
more than 12 models of tracked units, ranging
in working heights from 40 to 151 feet. Paré
says the simplicity of the machine “means
reliability to users.”
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the upper boom with
an articulating jib provides a
horizontal reach of 43 feet.
“End-users and operators
are also seeking increased
versatility, while owners are
seeking a lower total cost of ownership,”
Kreutzwiser says. “JLG’s X770AJ compact
crawler boom features a narrow chassis and
a unique narrow outrigger setting, making
it easier to fit through doorways and gates.
Transporting the boom is also easier, thanks
to fork lift pockets and dedicated lift hooks. In
addition, the X770AJ is designed for a lower
total cost of ownership with hoods that open
wide, making service access easier, and a LCD
panel that communicates in text – rather than
fault codes – for faster troubleshooting and
reduced need for onsite service calls.”

Awareness

Alain Paré, aerial specialist for UP Equip, says
the market needs both availability of these
units and information on what these units can
do. UP Equip is a dealer and renter of Easy
Lift compact lifts – tracked and wheeled – in
Canada, the United States, Mexico and South
America.
“The lack of availability [of these units] in
rental houses contributes to the slowness in
which the market adapts,” Paré says. “This
market is driven by the simple need of safely
working at height where it is not possible to do
with standard AWP.”
Paré says historically, when these units have
been available for rent, a few elements have led
to dissatisfaction from customers.
“The lack of knowledge from rental houses
toward proper training and technical/operational
issues; and prohibitive costs of acquisition of
chosen brands, therefore extremely high rental
rates,” he says. “It seems that rental houses are
generally way too busy fighting each other with
the common stock to embrace the opportunity
of this great niche market. This has a direct
result on availability and overall knowledge.”
UP Equip is a major distributor for tracked-

base Easy Lift. The company has more than
12 models of tracked units, ranging in working
heights from 40 to 151 feet. Paré says the
simplicity of the machine “means reliability to
users.”
“They are machines that they can count on,
rely on and schedule without fear or being
down,” Paré says. “No computers/controllers
in most Easy Lift units, no sensors that send
data to any sort of CPU. Just voltage, driven
and controlled by switches, relays and fuses.
Plain hydraulics makes the Easy Lift compact
lifts the best choice for all contractors, tree
care companies, window cleaners, property
managers and construction. They will be able to
fix the unit with local resources. This is probably
the best adaptation to current market needs
because they all need working machines. Our
competition still struggles with issues of some
of these components, leading to problems on
the field with the units, henceforth end users
and customers.”
ABLE Equipment,
based in New York,
currently has the
FS170T available
for rent.

What’s different

ReachMaster has long provided track-based
lifts to the Americas markets. President Ebbe
Christensen says while awareness is still a
factor, training is even more so.
“Training is and will always be an area where

the track-based compact lifts differ from the
cousins (boom and scissor lifts), as they can
do a lot more, and consequently take a little
more effort to get the maximum out of,” he
says. “That being said, all manufacturers have
followed a KISS (keep it simple, stupid) trend
as far as controls and while perhaps a bit harsh
way to state it, keeping controls simple helps
a lot.”
ReachMaster recently became an IPAF
certified training center, and, overall, training
has become a larger – and more important –
topic in the field.
The company recently debuted the
ReachMaster Falcon FS108A Vario at ConExpo,
with a side reach of 62 feet. Late last year, the
company also took hold of the ReachMaster
Falcon FS170T, the first of its kind in North
America. The unit features 170 feet of working
height and standard double door access. The lift
weighs less than 30,000 pounds and is trackbased, has 52 feet of outreach, a battery/diesel
engine combo, auto-setting outriggers and a
20-foot jib for up-and-over reach.
Christensen says the perception has definitely
shifted for these units.
“The rental industry has finally come around
and discovered what a fantastic ROI opportunity
tracked, compact lifts are,” he says. “Sure,
they have a different take on internal logistics,
technical training and delivery systems (in
particular to training), but overall, more and
more rental companies want the units in their
n
fleet.”

Updates and developments in the market
Speaking with Ben Taft, national sales manager for Teupen USA, at ConExpo 2017, ALH learned
the company will debut its Puma 42 GTX to the North American market in the fourth quarter this
year. The unit was originally shown at Bauma in 2016.
The Puma 42 GTX is the combination of a high-tech walking excavator chassis constructed by
Menzi Muck and an aerial work platform. The unit offers extreme off-road capabilities with tilting
up to 17 degrees.
The new platform offers a working height of 140 feet with a basket capacity of 881 pounds. It
achieves rough terrain travelling speeds up to 10 km/h with its 115 kW engine.
It has a tank volume of 200 liters and 230 liters additional reserve for long operating times and
reach.
The machine is designed to be compact with a weight of 17.60 tons and horizontal reach of up to
54.7 feet with 661 pounds in the basket.
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Two new Easy Lift models were introduced
this year: the 50-23AJ and 87-48AJ. The
former is 32.5-inches-wide and has 23 feet of
unrestricted outreach and a 507-pound capacity
in the basket. The unit weighs 4,409 pounds
total. The 87-48AJ is 35-inches-wide and has
48 feet of outreach with 265 pounds capacity
in the basket. It can work 25 feet below ground
and has a total working height of 87 feet.
“The attraction of the Easy Lift 87-48AJ is
irresistible,” Paré says. “More height, more
outreach and all within 35 inches and less than
8,000 pounds. We believe this unit will bring the
most adaptability to all needs of rental industry
in a really short term period.”
The market still hasn’t fluctuated wildly,
though, according to Paré.
“We don’t think it has changed much, even
with the introduction of JLG’s Hinowa compact
lifts,” he says. “The rental industry hasn’t
seemed to find the right way to train customers
with this product. The investment in time and
effort doesn’t seem to match with the standard
well-adopted AWP they carry. If proper training
is not present at delivery, end users will not
get the most out of the units, and will be late to
consider these units as a viable solution.”
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The ReachMaster Falcon FS170T features a working height of 170 feet.

forklifts with cages to improve safety
when working at height. The
company is also looking at
applications in different
industries such as
landscaping and general
maintenance, in addition to the rental and
construction industries.
“Compact crawler booms are probably a little
less rental-heavy than our other ‘core’ aerial
work platforms,” Kreutzwiser says. “While
they are still rental products, you will also find
them owned onsite for full time maintenance in
atriums, warehouses, malls, hospitals, etc.”
JLG offers four models of compact crawler
booms, from the 2-foot, 5-inch wide X430AJ to
the 3-foot, 3-inch wide the X770AJ.
The JLG X770AJ is the largest boom of its
kind that JLG offers, featuring a working height
of 84 feet and 500 pounds of unrestricted
capacity, which allows workers to take more
materials with them on the boom’s redesigned
platform to increase productivity. The machine
is versatile, due to a lithium battery option that
lends itself to clean, quiet work, such as indoor
applications, the company says. Versatility
is further enhanced thanks to self-levelling
outriggers that level the machine, and nonmarking rubber tracks that minimize impact on
sensitive flooring and landscaping. Additionally,
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Electric scissors

Telescopic booms

Track-based MEWPs

Vertical mast MEWPs

Telehandlers

Software and IT

Truck-mounts

Compact telehandlers

MCWPs and the
Mastclimber20

Used equipment

Compact
telehandlers

Parts, components, engines

ALH compiles a list
of the largest MCWPrenting companies in
North America.
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FEATURED EVENTS
If you’re investing in one of
these events then advertise your
presence in ALH.

Guides:
■ World of Concrete
■ The Rental Show
Previews:
■ IAPAs
■ Rental Rally

BONUS DISTRIBUTION
■ The Rental Rally
■ World of Concrete

Guide:
■ IAPAs
Reviews:
■ World of Concrete
■ Rental Rally

FEATURED EVENT
Review:
■ IAPAs

Telehandler30
ALH ranks North
America’s top
telehandler-renting
fleets by size.

ALH
T30
TELEHANDLERS

FEATURED EVENT
Preview:
■ SAIA

BONUS DISTRIBUTION
■ IAPAs

SIGNET AD STUDY

THE SIGNET
ADSTUDY®
Providing advertisers with
valuable feedback on their
ad’s performance
ALH has been working with highly
respected Signet Research Inc.
to provide in-depth studies for
advertisers in certain editions
of ALH.
The research includes verbatim
comments from readers on their
perception of the advertisers
and their ad design, helping
them find more effective ways to
communicate with our audience.
The Signet AdStudy® also collects
comprehensive information from
ALH ’s readers on how they use
the magazine to shape business
decisions and how they position
ALH in the market. Review this
independent research for yourself
and book your advertising schedule
in ALH with absolute confidence.
All half- and full-page
advertisements in the
May/June issue receive a
FREE Signet AdStudy®

JULY

AUG/SEPT

OCTOBER

NOV/DEC

Safety and training

Rotating telehandlers

Hybrid MEWPs

RT scissors

Specialty MEWPs

Articulated booms

Low-level
access

Scaffold and hoist jobsites

Maintenance

Aerials20

FEATURED EVENT
Guide:
■ SAIA
Are you going to be at SAIA? then
promote your presence to all ALH
readers with your stand details
added to your advert.

BONUS DISTRIBUTION
■ North American
contractors
■ Safety and training
companies
■ SAIA Annual
Convention &
Exposition

The definitive listing
of North America’s
top aerial-renting
companies ranked by
fleet size.
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Trailermounts
High-capacity
telehandlers

ALSO INSIDE
NEWS & VIEWS
ALH ’s news pages recap valuable
stories during the last month –
from North American rental and
OEM material, to a dedicated
international section.

FEATURES
Products are a big part of business,
and ALH ’s coverage helps readers
determine the best fit for their
company. Look here for in-depth
information seeded for the market.

Hiring and retaining
workforce talent

FEATURED EVENTS

MARKET ANALYSIS

BONUS DISTRIBUTION

Through data collected from OEMs
and rental companies each week,
month and year, ALH produces
industry-leading toplists that break
sectors down and define market
parameters.
■ Mastclimber20
■ Telehandler30
■ Aerials20

■ World of Concrete

PREMIER INTERVIEWS

Previews:
■ World of Concrete
■ The Rental Rally
■ The Rental Show

■ The Rental Rally

ALH conducts interviews with chief
industry leaders for each issue.
Presidents, CEOs and managers
trust ALH ’s place as the premier
media outlet to have their voice and
message heard.

IPAF NEWS
Being the official North American
publication of IPAF, ALH runs a special
section of news for the Association in
each issue.

ALH TEAM
SALES
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